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Tau Kappa
OuTTA Here
After failing to meet sexual harassment
sanctions, fraternity banned from office
the spring semester.
At the close of the fall semester, TKE had not
-------------- fulfilled any of the sanctions. This prompted Dean of
Suffolk’s only fraternity has lost its office space in Students Nancy Stoll to send a letter to TKE’s executhe Donahue building after they failed to fulfill the tive members stating that all of their belongings had to
sanctions issued by the Dean of Students’ office beoutoftheirofficebyjan.29.Theyhavelosttheuse
following their actions on move-in day. Tau Kappa of their office, Donahue 431, for the remainder of the
Epslion was issued a series of sanctions after five to six spring semester. If they do not fulfill the sanctions by
members of the fraternity graded incoming female the end of this semester, they could lose university
students on their appearance as a ploy to recruit new recognition.
members.
“The purpose of the letter is to
Five or six TKE members
hold them accountable for failstood in the Boston Coming to meet the requirements of
mon across from the 150 f
TV'H avh-> A i m i-i
the first letter,” Stoll said. “HavTremontSt.dotmsholding I DONTSEE I KhAND AUHaiO
office space is a significant

By Alisha Cox
Journal Staff

Karolina Stefanski - Journal Contributor

iarabra Ericson retires as dean of enrollment and retention
fter eight years at Suffolk University.

Ericson plans to
retire to Nantucket
with famiiy in June
By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff
After eight years as dean of enrollment and retention at Suffolk Uni
versity, Barbara Ericson announced
her retirement on January 24.
Ericson, 59, first informed the
university of her resignation at a
meeting of the directors of Suffolk’s
enrollment division. “Of course I
announced it to my supervisor. Vice
President Marguerite Dennis, first,”
she said. “But it still is fairly new
news.”
Ericson hired as an associate dean
at Suffolk and was promoted five
years ago to dean of enrollment and
retention. Prior to coming to Suf
folk, Ericson worked at Endicott
College in Beverly.
The dean supervises the office of
graduate and undergraduate admis
sions, financial aid, the registrar, in
ternational recruitment, corporate
education, enrollment research and
planning, and satellite campuses.
“I truly believe that without her
(Ericson) stepping up as dean, I would
not have been able to play such an
active role in developmentwith the
campaign,” Vice President of Devel
opment and Enrollment Marguer
ite Dennis said.
Ericson was also instrumental in
establishing the Dean College satel
lite campus and extending the com
munication and business programs
at Cape Cod Community College.
“The Dean and Cape programs
have opened up a Suffolk education
to students who originally wouldn’t
have had that opportunity,” Ericson
said. “ It also gives us an opportunity

to grow in areas much more easier to
grow than downtown Boston.”
Ericson said there is a new direc
tor in charge of off-campus pro
grams, Susan Bonville, who will be
handling the Dean College program.
Bonville is located on the Dean cam
pus, but will be at Suffolk once a
week. “I’m sure she will carry on the
program just fine,” Ericson said.
She has also worked with
Suffolk’s international campuses,
including traveling to the Dakar,
Senegal, campus five times.
Ericson said she is pleased that
enrollments have continued to grow
under her leadership.
“I’ve helped with the enrollment
research and statistics,” she ex
plained. “And we have mapped out
our long-range plan. But we still have
goals to accomplish.”
Among her accomplishments,
Ericson listed uniting various parts
of the campus. “I’ve really tried to get
people to work together across cam
pus and solve problems together,”
she said. “I’ve enjoyed working di
rectly with students and building a
team in the development division,”
Ericson said. “We accomplished a
lot and had fun doing it.”
Ericson will remain at Suffolk
until June 30. “I came in here and
said it’s business as usual,” Ericson
said. “ I still have five months to go to
accomplish things.”
Ericson has no major plans after
she retires, besides moving with her
husband to their house in Nanmcket.
“I plan to be at the beach in the
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continued on Page 2
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signsjudgingthenewfemale ON THE SAME PAGE. He’S PLAY" privilege we give to student groups
students on Sept. 3. They „ , _ -r-,
akt a r^x aiv nr' who are active and contributing
wereapproachedbynowAct:
THE HOLE OF AN ADMINIS" ,ostudentlife,”
ing Director of Student Ac- TRATOR AND NOT LETTING US,
Valente said that it was the
tivitiesAurelioValentewho . „
a x n-^ A-r-fr^x ir' combination ofTKE not fulfillasked them to stop. Valente
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS, f^g,fie sanctions theywete given
filed a report with the Dean DO WHAT WE WANT.
and not completely registering
of Students’ office after they
their organization with the Stufailed to end their new redent Activities Office. They did
cruitment efforts.
_ KeVIN DaPontE, TKE PRESIDENT not find a faculty advisor, someAs a result, TKE received _____________________________________ thing that all clubs and organiza
several sanctions that were
tions are required to have. TKE
supposed to be completed by the end of the fall also failed to sign a form agreeing to a no-hazing policy,
semester. Because TKE violated Suffolk’s harassment Valente said. This is a state-mandated form that all
policy, the fraternity was placed on probation for the clubs and organizations are required to sign at Suffolk.
fall semester. If they violated any other Suffolk poli
“This is in response to inactivity on their behalf,”
cies, they could lose their recognition status.
Valente said. “We’ve given them a lot of latitude with
All members were required to participate in a working with them to comply with the sanctions.”
mandatory workshop on sexual harassment. They
TKE president Kevin DaPonte disagreed with
had to write a letter of apology to all residents at 150 Valente. “It’s unfair that they are doing this in the
Tremont St., which also had to be published in the middle of rush week,” he said. “I feel they want us to
SuffolkJournal. The executive board was required to fail.”
meet with Valente every three weeks to discuss upcom
TKE
ing events, and the national office ofTKE was to be
continued on Page 3
notified when its representatives visit the university in

Suffolk's Theater
Department
performed
“Cabaret" last
Friday at the
Kennedy Center
American
College Theater
Regional Festival
in New
Hampshire.
Matthew Finn, a
member of the
cast, was
recognized for
his individual
performance.
See story on
Courtesy of the Theater Department

Opinions & Editorials
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Gillian “Dismembers” frontman Megan argues that professors de Men’s hoop wins big, second in
Travis Morrison and Megan re serve respect and Tom reflects on GNAC, and Maher leads
turns to the theater for “Phantom. ” past “red necks.”
women’s basketball with a smile.
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Students meet on
“Common Grounds”
By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff
Professors wander in and sip gourmet cof
fee at dimly lit tables. Students crowd around
a small stage, lounging on couches and pillows
on the floor, Ayoung lounge singer sits alone
on a stage, pouring her heart out through her
poetic lyrics and mesmerizing guitar.
No, this isn’t a restoration of Curious
Liquids or a jazz club in Harvard Square. It’s
Common Grounds Coffeehouse in Suffolk’s
Donahue basement. And the singer is fresh
man Andrea Curless, singing her original songs
to the lulls of her acoustic guitar
A project sponsored by the newly formed
Student Performing Arts Program, Common
Grounds offers students an opportunity to
relax, have fun and socialize over entertain
ment and coffee.
Over 75 students and faculty attended the
first Common Grounds last Wednesday night
in the cafeteria-turned coffeehouse.
According to Chris DeStefano, director of
the Student Performing Arts Program, the
idea for Common Grounds originated when
he was first planning the program with Dean
of Students Nancy Stoll. “The coffeehouse
idea came up as a fun, socializing place for
students and a venue to showcase student
talent,” he said. “I’d like it to be a monthly
opportunity to highlight poetry readings, sing
ing, acoustical guitar and other instrumental
acts, and short scripted material.”
DeStefano said he introduced the idea to
the students involved in the program and they
put it into action. “They took the idea and ran
with it,” he said.
Admission to Common Grounds was free

to all students, faculty and administrators.
“There were so many unknowns when we were
planning it. It’s something we’ve never done
before, so we weren’t quite sure what to ex
pect,” DeStefano said. “We wanted to remove
any deterrence that mightbe there. We wanted
to keep it a low-key, laid-back atmosphere and
thought that adding a dollar amount might
dissuade people.”
Though a cover charge was not included,
coffee, hot chocolate and other refreshments,
such as cake, were sold for a dollar each.
DeStefano said that many students stopped
to purchase coffee at the break and end of
night classes, which he accounted for in plan
ning the event. “We weren’t prepared to offer
coffee to go, but that’s definitely something we
will consider next time,” he said.
DeStefano said he was overjoyed with the
number of students who showed up.
“I’m thrilled. I didn’t know if I’d have five
people show up,” he said, “And to have people
sitting on the floor with pillows and a constant
flow of people coming in and out, I was thrilled
and so were the students. The hard work
definitelypaid off.”
Though she said she had a cold, Curless
played eight songs, each receiving abundant
applause from the audience. All but one of the
songs, Ani DiFranco’s “Both Hands,” were
written by Curless,
“I think that a large portion of the crowd
was there to see Andrea. She drew a big crowd
and they loved her,” DeStefano said. “I think
that those who came and didn’t know her, left
loving her,”

COMMON GROUNDS
continued on Page 13

WELCOME TO:

SECOND LANGUAGE SERVICES
where we offer the following freg services:

•

Individual Tutoring

• Intensive English Classes
• Classroom Conversation
• ENG 101 Workshops
• TOEFL Workshop
• Pronunciation

•

Advising

Graduate Writing and Presentation

Please sign up at the SLS Office
20 Ashburton Place, Boston, MA 02108
Phone:(617)573-8377
Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. -5:00p.m.

LindaFoley-Vinay, Director
e-mail: lvinay@admin.su0blk.edu
Melba Leyva-Hemandez, Program Assistant
e-mail: mhemand@acad.suffolk.edu
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Ski Club to encompass
all winter activities
By Caroline Corayer
Journal Staff
On Tuesday the Student Government
Association approved a name change for
the Ski Club, making it the Winter Activities
Club. There was some concern from SGA
members regarding possible conflicts be
tween Program Council events and WAC
events. However, WAC officers assured
SGA that there is strong communication
between the two groups and there would
notbe any problems. The vote on the name
change passed unanimously
The four club officers brought about the
name change as a collaborative effort. The
officers are President Mike Trainer; VicePresident Betsy Magde; Secretary Mike
Spooner; and Treasurer Laura Leone.
WAC had their first meeting of the year
in October, where they decided to begin
some restructuring of the club. They wanted
to provide a wider variety of activities.
Trainer said, “I think the name is more
appropriate because it includes
snowboarders. It also enables us to do other
activities.” This includes snowboarding, iceskating and tubing. In addition, some
suggestions have been made for activities
such as scuba diving, white water rafting or
camping trips.
Recently the club tooka weekend ski trip
to Sunday River in Maine. Forty-four people
participated in this trip, including Suffolk
students, their guests and then-advisor
Courtney Golden.
According to Magde, they had great ski
conditions and accommodations. She said
thatthe trip was “even better” than lastyear’s
trip, especially in terms of their lodging,
Leone said that everyone on the trip really
bondedwith each other. “I believe everyone
left with a good feeling about the weekend
and about the new friends they had made,”
she said.
The entire trip did go completely prob
lem free. Student Lyza Wood suffered a
minor concussion late Saturday afternoon
on the slopes. She said this did not ruin her
whole trip.
“Being together with friends made it a
good trip,” she said. “I highly recommend

■ ERICSON
continued from Page 1
summer and ski in the winter, ” she said. “ I j ust
am planning on getting some good rest and
spending lots of time with my family.”
Ericson said that her current position is
very time-consuming and anticipates having
time off, “I’m looking forward to a happy
retirement,” Ericson said. “It was just time. I’ll
miss Suffolk, particularly the students and
faculty.”
Sources in the admissions and enrollment
offices said Ericson was leaving due to conflict
ing management priorities. Ericson acknowl
edged that differences existed, but they were
natural results of an eight-year working rela
tionship.
“Dennis and I have worked together for
eight years,” Ericson said. “Everyone has dis
agreements. Just as in any relationship, there
are always conflicting opinions. But I feel it
would be unprofessional to go behind her
back and speak of our relationship.”
Dennis insisted that Ericson was not retir
ing from Suffolk due to any conflicting man
agement priorities. “Not at all, ” the vice presi
dent said. “She indicated that this is something
that she has been considering with her hus
band for a while now.”
Ericson added that she wanted to deny a
rumor circulating that she is leaving due to
health problems. “There was a rumor that I
was retiring because of my health, but I’m fine,”
she said. “I have a clean bill of health.”
Dean of Smdents Nancy Stoll commended

renting helmets if you don’t own one.” Sh
does not plan to ski again without one.
The trip was funded by money allocate
through the Council of Presidents. It co!
each student $ 150 and included lift tickei
for two days, two nights accommodatioi
and all meals.
WAC is planning a day trip to Canno
Mountain, N.H. for February 10. This tri
is open to 47 people.
At this time, no definite plans for othe
activities have been made. However, they ai
currently exploring the possibility of a trip t
Sugarloaf in Maine. This would be anothc
two-night trip, similar to the Sunday Rive
trip. At this time, funding for such a trip hf
not been allocated. WAC has a meetin
planned for early next month to discuss th
possibility, as well as other activities.
In addition to planning events, WAC:
in the process of finding a new advisor fc
their club. Former advisor Courtney Golde
has left the university. She had been
secretary in the psychology department, bi
according to Magde, has left that job for
position at a law firm. The potential ne
advisor is Natalie Deddy from Dean Michat
Ronayne’s office. The club willbe finalizin
their decision for an advisor over the ne;
week
Also planned for the next week, WA<
hopes to be able to secure office space in tb
Student Activities area. Currently the clu
does not have any office space.
WAC has recently launched a website fc
their club, offering information about tb
club, and upcoming events. Pictures froi
past events can also be viewed at the siu
According to Trainer, this helps to commi
nicate with other students and membei
who are unable to attend meetings. Cu
rently, WAC has 72 listed members, 68 <
who attended the last meeting,
Aurelio Valente, Acting Director of Sti
dent Activities, is pleased to have seen tb
club open up to include even more events. H
is “very impressed with the work the ski clu
has done. They have been methodical an
diligent in planning their events.” Valent
believes that off-campus and overnight even
are the hardest types for students to plan an
WAC has succeeded in both.

Ericson for her contributions to the unr
sity. “She has given very strong and effeci
leadership to an important part of the unr
sity,” she said. “We’ve had enormous growtl
our enrollment and campus life. Her enth
asm, positive spirit, energy, loyalty and cc
mitment to the university will be very mi
missed.”
Dennis also recognized Ericson’s acce
plishments the past eight years. “Since
assumed the position, enrollment has groi
She also has made enormous contribution
the satellite campuses, including Dean t
Cape Cod,” she said.
Ericson said it willbe difficult to leave al
the friends and acquaintances she has m;
during the past eight years at the universit
“I’m going to miss the students above a
she said. “They’re a wonderful group t
doesn’t get recognized as much as they shoi
Both the faculty and students don’t give thi
selves credit.”
Though Ericson is retiring from Suffc
she said she will not cut off her ties to
university entirely. “I hope I’ll always stay
volved with Suffolk in some way because
meant a great deal to me,” Ericson said. “Pec
have been so wonderful and gracious in tei
of giving me so many good wishes. ”
“Eightyears ago when I started here, I s
it was my intention to retire from Suffol
Ericson said. “And now I’ve done it.”
Dennis said a national search willbe heli
recruit a replacement for Ericson.
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Greenburg will make
T urner documentary
By Tom Gingras
Journal Staff
A Suffolk University professor is co-producing a documentary which recently won a
$800,000 grant from the National Endow
ment for the Humanities. The documentary
on the slave rebellion of Nat Turner in 1831
involves Kenneth Grennberg.
Greenberg, an associate dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences and chairman of the
history and philosophy departments, is one of
the key members of the film’s production
team, along with Academy Award-nominated
documentary film producer Frank Christo
pher and director Charles Burnett.
Greenberg has been involved in both the
writing and production of “Nat Turner: A
Troublesome Property,” to be completed in
early 2002. The film will include both re
enactment and dramatization of events, as well
as interviews ofindividuals descended from the
participation and of scholars who have made
this event the focus of their study. Thirty
interviews have been recorded and the film is
currently awaiting the taping of the re-enact
ments.
Getting the project off the ground was
primarily a financial matter; endowments by
national organizations were critical in making
the desire for a documentary a reality. This is
the first time Greenberg has worked in film and
found the process of producing and writing a
screenplay “fascinatingbeyond description.”
The difference between writing a book and
writing a screenplay was very clear, according
to Greenberg. “Writing a book is a lonely
process compared to a screenplay where sev

eral individuals argue their ideas and thoughts
on putting it together, “ he said.
Greenberg first became interested in Nat
Turner back in 1996 when he edited “The
Confessions of NatTurner and Related Docu
ments,” a nationally recognized work on the
subject involving primary sources from the
time, including the jail cell confession of Nat
Turner as taken by a southern lawyer.
Greenberg’s work on this project began his
interest in the subject that culminated into this
current project.
One of his goals was “reaching a student
audience beyond the walls of my classroom,”
Greenberg felt that this is the roll of the teacher
and would expand his reach. “ Producing and
writing a film reaches an even wider audience.
It involves teaching on a vast stage,” he said.
This experience in television and the wide
audience it would reach was a great point of
pride for Greenberg. As well as his involvement
in all elements of production “this is a total
collaboration by all involved, at all levels of
production.”
When asked if this would interfere with his
Suffolk responsibilties, Greenberg said itwould
not in the least interfere. Since his collabora
tors are out in California they usually meet in
the summer time.
Asked about what this would do for the
university Greenberg stated that he hoped to
get some of the students involved, but details
on that were still undefined.
In conjunction with this film project
Greenberg is also due to release a collection of
essays entitled, “Judgement Day: NatTurner,”
to be published by Oxford University Press in

2002.

Finn places in top 16
at national theater
competition in N.H.
By Karolina Stefanski
Journal Contributor
Matthew Finn and scene partner Colleen
Rua placed in the top 16 out of 170 partici
pants at the Kennedy Center American Col
lege Theater Regional Festival inNew Hamp
shire this past weekend. The pair acted out
two scenes from the musical “Cabaret” as
part of the Irene Ryan Acting Scholarship
Competition.
The theater department also performed
in the group section but did not place. This
was Suffolk’s first appearance atthe festival.
The IRA competition was open to the
best individualactors from different schools
throughoutNew England including Brown
University, Emerson College, Boston Uni
versity, Castleton College and the University
ofNew Hampshire. Competing for both of
these awards represents an important
achievement for the entire theater depart
ment
Although the group did not make it to
the national finals. Dr. Marilyn Plotkins, the
director ofthe theater department, declared
the weekend victory.
“In our minds, we have won. Just to have
theopportunityoftakingpartinthe Kennedy
Center American College Theater Regional
Festival and the Irene Ryan Acting Compe
tition issomethingveryimportanttous,” she
said.
Finn was recognized for his outstanding

individual acting. With Rua, Finn chose two
scenes to perform in front of a team of
judges.
The judges evaluated his ability to under
stand the role, play it objectively and clearly,
and represent strength in his acting. At the
end of the event, Finn ranged in the top 16
out of 170 participants and has a chance to
go to the finals in Washington, D.C.
Plotkins is confident that Matthew will
do well in the final competition. According
to her, Finn and Rua, who just graduated
and is now the theater coordinator, are
among the two best theater students at Suf
folk.
Although this competition was the first
for some, the students were not intimidated
by an audience of over 700 people. In fact,
the crowd was so loud, enthusiastic and
thrilling that they helped the actors perform
even better than their show at the C. Walsh
Theatre at Suffolk in Jan. 22,
junior Peter Morello, a member of the
cast and a theater minor, said the N.H.
performance was the best the group has ever
been on stage, attributing the success to pure
excitement.
The results will be announced in March.
The actors will also know what kinds ofprizes
are waitingfor the winners, besides the acting
scholarship and money for the music de
partment by then. The regional winners will
go to Washington, D. C. to compete in April
at the national finals.

TKE ousted from office
■ TKE
continued from Page 1
DaPonte claimed to have filled out all the
necessary paperwork for Student Activities.
“As recently as last week, iValente] apologized
for losing the two parts of my registration
packet,” DaPonte said. “It’s just another ex
cuse for them to take my office, showing they
want us to fail.”
Valente said he has no recollection of
DaPonte turning in the no-hazing policy form.
“ I am getting no support this past semester.
The administration is telling me one thing and
doing another,” DaPonte continued. “I don’t
see TKE and Aurelio on the same page. He’s
playing the role of an administrator and not
letting us, and other organizations, do what we
want. God forbid you have an idea of your
own or do anything they disagree with.”
“It’s so hard working with those people on
the fifth floor [Student Activities office]. Once
you try to attempt new ideas, you are never
going to succeed,” he said.
Valente was disappointed with TKE’s fail
ure to complete the sanctions lastsemester. “In
the summer, I was very excited about the
potential that TKE had for the upcoming
year,” he said. “It’s unfortunate that it’s at this
point. It’s not something that needed to hap
pen.”
DaPonte said that removing TKE’s office
privileges is unfair because they were working
on the sanctions. He said that he met with
Valente regularly throughout the semester.
Valente said that these meetings with
DaPonte were “ impromptu and not related to
the sanctions that Dean Stoll articulated in the
letter.” He also said that the meetings were not
with the entire executive board, which was one
of the sanctions.
“There was not a deliberate intent for con
versation with him and the e-board to discuss
the sanctions in the letter,” Valente continued.

TKE initially appealed the sanctions by the
Dean of Students’ office to President David].
Sargent.
“By the time my final appeal was denied by
President Sargent, I only had a week and a half
to complete the sanctions,” DaPonte said. The
finalappealwas denied duringthe firstweekof
December.
Valente believes that because TKE is the
only active fraternity at Suffolk, they do not
experience the same competition found at
other universities during rush week. Students
can not choose another fraternity if they want
to experience Greek life.
“In TKE’s defense, they are in aweird place
in this university,” he said. “Here they are the
only one, with no one to compete with for
good students. It provides a place for compla
cency.”
Valente recently found a pamphlet from
the 1978-1979 school year, which listed seven
different fraternities and sororities active at
Suffolk. Now TKE is the only active Greek life
that students can have the opportunity to join
on campus.
DaPonte said Suffolk does not try to culti
vate Greek life for its students. “I feel they have
no use for us here at school. Boston University,
Harvard, MIT, they all have those seven frater
nities,” he said. “Ifthey would take the negative
energy they are focusing on us, and turn it
around to positive, those other fraternities
would still be here. ”
The recruitment effort which placed the
fraternity in trouble might not have had an
effect on the amount of new rushes TKE
received last semester. Valente said he was only
aware of three students that rushed the frater
nity.
DaPonte listed several new ideas for recruit
ing students. “Next year, we’ll try embezzle
ment. It will go a lot faster, and we’ll get to keep
our office,” he said, referring to the former
SGA president Jay Borneo and his actions.

fIMANCIAL AW
OffICE HOURS FOR
SPRING SEMESTER 2001
WHBN CLASSBS AKE W SESSIOA)

HONVAY - mUKSVAY
8A5 cunv - 6:00 p.m/.
FR.TDAY
8:45 cv.m - 3:00 p.wv.
mom: 573-8470
¥AK720-3579
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D-Plan’s front-man Morrison
discusses band’s influences
By Gillian Reagan
Journal Staff
For more than five years, The
Dismemberment Plan’s distinct
sound has been satisfying their fans.
They successfully combine post-punk,
new wave, funk and classic rock and
roll into a musical melting pot.
The band formed in 1993 in
their hometown ofWashington D.C.
When asked about the importance
of the nation’s capital to the influ
ence of the band’s music, lead singer/
guitarist/keyboardist Travis
Morrison said: “For me, it’s integral
because 1 like living there. It’s a great
balance of an international lifestyle
and, honestly, a really southern one.
I like it for the fact that I’m no so
important as a rock musician there
to the culture of Washington D.C.
And I think that the scene has lasted
for 20 years because its had to stay so
validated in that way. So it’s very
important.”
The Dismemberment Plan’s
quirky sound was not embraced by
the D.C. music scene at first. Influ
ences such as the Smiths, Fugazi,
Talking Heads and the Beatles cre
ated a cornicopia of unaccustomed
music. “Especially when we’d open
up for bigger punk bands we were
just these weirdos,” said Morrison.
“It wasn’t like, ‘thumbs up to you
guys.’We were definitely communi
cating (with the audience] but it wasn’t
pleasant.”

/, the Dismemberment Plan’s first
release on the D.C. label DeSoto
Records, run by former Jawbox
members Kim Coletta and Bill
Barbot, introduced the Plan’s er
ratic rhythms and obvious punk roots
in 1995.
With the 1997 release of Is Terri
fied, the band’s musical ability had
grown and Morrison’s improving
talent as a lyricist was apparent.
Signed to Interscope in 1998, the
band released the EP The Ice ofBoston
as a vanguard for their major-label
debut. However, by the time the al
bum was recorded. Interscope had
merged with other major labels to
form the Universal Music Group.
Nine months after being dropped by
Interscope, their third full-length
release. Emergency & I was released
on DeSoto.
It was not till Emergency & I did
the band’s full potential and song
writing abilities shine through.
Morrison said, “Weezer is the only
one example of the way we’ve always
worked which is prettybasic, Beatlesesque, song structures that have a
huge pay-off in the chorus. Paul
Simon has a really funny term for it.
He said, you know, when we started
to make a record that was much
more mellow and sophisticated, I
didn’t want the choruses to be so
much like a ‘helmet on your head.’
We are trying to make a non-helmeton-head record.”
With guitarist/keyboardist, Jason

Caddell’s creative talent, bassist/
keyboardist Eric Axelson’s slinky,
perky bass lines and drummer Joe
Easley’s poppy beats. Emergency & I
came together as an excellent record
and the best to date for the Dismem
berment Plan.
“We are trying to make a record
that is more an entire landscape and
within the songs themselves and not
relying on the Pixies format or the
Nirvana format of a smashing loud
chorus that you can’t forget ever in
your life even ifyou wantto. Because
we did that with Emergency & I and
we did it well,” said Morrison.
With the success of Emergency &
I, The Dismemberment Plan has
toured extensively, their shows be
coming indie rock staples.
“When you play a live show you
are trying to kind of, not help every
body forget their troubles but, help
them get outside oftheir lives in some
ways and help you get out of your
own life. But, you’re hoping that a
kind of dialogue will take place be
tween the crowd and the band and
the people within the band and it’s
very instinctual and does not oper
ate on a linguistic level,” said
Morrison of the live Dismember
ment Plan experience.
The next step for the Dismember
ment Plan is to go into the recording
studio this spring and then tour to
promote the new record.

The Adjusters stand by
their political convictions
By Cornelius Walsh
Journal Contributor
Once upon a time in music, there
was a great deal to be said for bands
that had strong political beliefs, and
were strong enough to standby them.
That time is over, and now even
openly “political” bands (read: Rage
Against The Machine) are a ridicu
lous farce, preaching “radical” poli
tics while garnishing the coiffers of
corporate America. However, there
is still such a thing as underground
music here in America.
Coming from the streets of Chi
cago are the Adjusters, a reggae-jazz
powerhouse who pay homage to the
causes that we all hold dear. The
Adjusters have been together since
1995, and have spent their five years
producing intelligent and opinion
ated music that actually makes rel
evant social commentary within a
music scene (read: America) that is
well-known for it’s stifling of thought
within music.
So far, the Adjusters have two
full-length records out, both ofwhich
speak to the labor struggle, as well as
the status of today’s music scene.

Taking a look at The Adjusters dis
cography gives a great deal of insight
into their refreshing political stance.
The Adjusters first release was a
7 ” on Rosa Luxemburg records called
Michael Manley. The song pays trib
ute to Manley, the socialist prime
minister ofjamaica during the 1980s,
who is well known for his founda
tion of the PNP, and who took part
in the labor struggle in Jamaica. The
B-side to this record is “(You Need
A) Weatherman,” referring to the
revolutionary Weather Under
ground organization of the late
1960s in the US.
Their next release was the stirring
Rebel Jam record on Black Pearl
Records thatnotonlydoesjustice to
the Bob Marley classic, but also pro
vides the incredible “Our Town.”
“OurTown” is a soulful reggae num
ber speaking of life in a factory town,
and the perils of union organizing.
This brings us to the Adjusters’
full-length releases. The Adjusters’
debut album, The Politics of Style is a
sonic slab ofsocialism that’ll even get
the Marxists dancing. This record
defies the boundaries of under
ground music, mixing the sounds of

northern soulful jazz, reggae, R&B,
ska and countless other forms into
an incredible political statement/
musical masterpiece. The highlights
of this record include“Tailor,” a re
working of “OurTown” and “TSKF.”
The follow-up to their debut is
the equally powerful Before The Revo
lution, featuring the choice cuts
“Armstrong,” “Loose Roots,” and
the phenomenal cover of “Toehold. ”
Besides the obvious lyrical con
tent of their songs, the Adjusters
unabashedly profess their support
for the left wing. One only has to take
a quick look at their “ Links” section
to get an idea of where they stand.
They include links to the Democratic
Socialists of America, The Socialist
International, The lUSY, and even
theAFL-CIO.
The Adjusters make cutting-edge
music for a scene (mod, skin, ska,
what have you) that is far often de
void of meaningful political content.
Whether or not you agree with the
party line, the Adjusters just might be
a sign that the new sound from the
underground mayjustbe the sound
of class war to come.

Gillian Reagan - Journal Staff
Dismemberment Plan frontman Travis Morrison leads the
Washington quartet at its Jan. 26 show at the Middle East.

D-Plan show balances
pop / punk flawlessly
By Gillian Reagan
Journal Staff
Balancing flawlesslybetween their
punk rock roots and catchy pop
melodies. The Dismemberment Plan
performed an excellent show last
Friday at the Middle East in Cam
bridge.
Hailing from Washington D.C.,
the quartet shared the stage with
opening bands Cracktorch and Ka
rate. Cracktorch, a Boston-based
band, had enough crappy rock and
roll to go around. The lead singer’s
rockstar moves lost their novelty af

ter the first five minutes. Another
Boston band, Karate, played next.
The band’s skill and talent was very
impressive. However, the crowd’s
attention span was not at its peak
during their set. Karate’s calming
guitar riffs and melodic bass lines
were drowned under the din of the
show-goers.
The Dismemberment Plan took
the stage, diving right into their set
with “The City,” the center-piece of
their most currentrelease. Emergency
and I. The song’s popping drumbeat

D-PLAN
continued on Page 7

New shows need
a little reality
By Nick Leveski
The Collegiate Times
Reality-based television has left its
mark on American society. The grip
ping conclusion to CBS’ “Survivor,”
the wall of tension between the seven
strangers of “The Real World”
picked to live in a house and start
getting real, even the pending doom
awaiting all four couples stranded
on “Temptation Island” have had
people poised and fixated on their
television screens.
These shows breathe new life into
the repetitive and stagnant world of
sitcoms and medical dramas. Net
works are now taking risks and, as the
formats for these shows seem to prove
that “anythinggoes, ” the ratings prove
that they can go higher.
“Reality-based television shows
are the networks’ way of competing
with cable,” said Matt McAllister, a
communication studies professor at
Dartmouth College. “They allow for

these shows to be edgier and sexier,
enabling them to target more of an
audience.
“American television is very
sitcom-oriented, which led to net
works looking in the direction of
European television, which is where
shows similar to ‘Survivor’ got
started. America has been able to get
rich by copying other formulas.”
Although “Survivor” boosted
CBS onto the forefront of
groundbreaking television, the for
mulas for reality-based television
were being constructed nearly ten
years ago.
“The early ’90s had a lot of tele
vision based on reality,” McAllister
said.
“America’s Funniest Home Vid
eos,” “Cops” and “The Real World”
set the precedent and gave networks
a formula to work with, he said.

REALITY
continued on Page 6
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“Phantom” a flawless theater experience
By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff
Finally, the bitter taste of Suffolk
theater has been washed away from
my mouth. After daunting shows of
Fall Fest and “Pilgrims of the N ight,”
I figured it
was time I
head
to

.

Ku/Um/

something
that was
foolproof.
The Wang Theatre’s production of
“Phantom of the Opera” did just
that.
Destroying all old memories and
shattering my fears of theatrical pro
ductions far into a distant corner,
“Phantom” brought music to my
heart and passion to my pen. With
a masterful orchestra, brilliant cast
and thrills on stage to hold my atten

tion, “Phantom” had me humming
along and hoping for a happy end
ing as I got caught up in the story.
Based on Gaston Leroux’s 1911
novel, “Phantom” is the heartwrenching story of an outcast
masked man (Ted Keegan) forced to
hide in an old Paris Opera House.
He spends his days terrorizing all
who enter, until he falls in love with
an innocentyoung singer, Christine
(Rebecca Pitcher), and devotes his
time to pursuing her career.
Both the plot and staging are very
dark and dreary, yet the actors did a
beautiful job at giving the produc
tion life. Pitcher’s melodious voice
extended a greatrange as she switched
between fast-paced operatic and soft,
dramatic Broadway singing. As Chris
tine and fiancee Raoul Qohn Cudia)
sang “All I Ask of You,” requesting
each other’s love, I too fell in love

with the show.
However, Pitcher is not the only
one who deserves credit. Without
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s brilliant
score, the show would not have earned
a mere fraction of its success. “Phan
tom” has made over $3 billion in box
office sales, won seven Tony Awards
and is Broadway’s fifth longest-run
ning show of all time.
Though the first act was a bit slow
other than Christine’s vocal perfor
mances, the second act opened with
bright color and excitement with
“Masquerade.” The entire ensemble
paraded down a huge antique stair
case and did intricate dance se
quences as the music played. The
circus-like atmosphere was a nice con
trast to the mysterious scenes of the
Photo Courtesy Joan Marcus

PHANTOM
continued on Page 6

Ted Keegan and Rebecca Pitcher star in Andrew Lloyd
Webber's masterpiece, "The Phantom of the Opera."

“Double Take” indulges drama, comedy and action
By Eji Osilama
Journal Contributor
Some movies are clearly comedy.
Others are purely drama and still
others are strictly action. However,
once in a while, a movie is produced
that manages to include all three:
laugh out loud comedy, high drama
and almost edge-of-your-seat action.
“Double Take” is one such movie.
“Double Take” tells the tale of
Daryl Chase, (Orlando Jones: “Mad
T.V.”, “The Replacements”), a high
flying Wall Street Broker,,who gets
thrown into a whirlwind of drug

Griffin remains within his comedic eiement
while tackling some serious dramatic scenes
smuggling, money laundering and
assassination. A series ofevents sends
him on a cross-country trip to
Mexico, that he has to make with
Freddie Tiffany (Eddie Griffin:
“Malcolm<Sc Eddie,” “Foolish”), who
is either a psychopathic assassin or
an over- enthused undercover FBI
agent. 'Their performances are some
times overdone but always funny.
Drama ensues while the characters

adjust to each other. The action
mounts when they are hunted by at
first one man and later a whole Texas
police unit.
In his first attempt at a major
movie since the absolutely foolish,
“Foolish,” with Master P., Griffin is
hilarious and very much in his ele
ment as the crazy Tiffany. He also
successfully displays his talents as a
serious and dramatic actor. Orlando

Jones surprisingly proves to have been
perfectly cast in the role of the
straight-laced Daryl Chase, who has
to alter his personality in order to
disguise himself. Jones seems to draw
from his days and characters on
“Mad 'TV” and at the same time,
displays his maturity as an actor.
“Double Take” also features a bril
liant cast list, including Vivica A.
Fox, who has a minor role as Chase’s

new secretary with a secret to hide.
George Gallo, who also directed
“Midnight Run, ” produced a clever
and well-built film in “DoubleTake.”
It builds up suspense, while taking its
willing audience, laughing to a sur
prising conclusion. The betrayals and
sellouts at the end are worthy of any
daytime soap opera and leave the
audience still laughing and satisfied.
For a movie that stars two actors
known mostly for their comedic
abilities, this movie succeeds in its
attempts at drama and action.
“DoubleTake” is definitely worth
at least one take.

Wolfe shines new light on “Hooking Up” in new book
By Jason Williams
The Daily Aztec
'The belly of his book is soft.
'The expectation — the near as
sumption — of pages and pages of
greatness sends the reader tearing
into the latest collection of work by
contemporary author Tom Wolfe,
and it is by this very mindset that the
underbelly of his work is exposed.
Awithdrawal from the book scene
for 11 years following the publica
tion of “'The Bonfire of the Vanities”
in 1987 left the literary-minded cry
ing Wolfe—a long, drawn-out cry to
which the author responded with “A
Man in Full,” a near-flawless narra
tive chronicling the breakdown of
facades that created a seemingly in
vincible man.
'This sated the public.
The anticipation abated and
readers prepared themselves for the
possibility ofanother decade-in-waiting: unfulfilled because finding the
author/journalist’s work as he con
tinued to write his original form,
journalism, is not the same as crack
ing a cover with Wolfe’s name on it.
Still high and hypnotized by “A
Man in Full,” readers have been of
fered another hit from Wolfe much
sooner than expected.
“Hooking Up,” a collection of
essays and a novella, delivers just
enough kick to keep readers from
crying into their silk pillow cases at
night, but not quite enough to en
gender the craving and withdrawals
evoked by “'The Bonfire of the Vani
ties” and the 11-year wait.
'There are no means by which an

author, one who has delivered high
quality work far above that of his
contemporaries, can step back and
return to the level of the average
author without his work being seen
as flawed — flawed compared to his
own previous work.
“Hooking Up” is flawed.
Wolfe’s nonfiction is wet with
details, intellectualisms and all things
esoteric, butthe fiction, “Ambush at
Fort Brag,” is 100 pages without a
cause. Using the narrator as a mockreader to ask and answer questions
about the dialect a subset of charac
ters use in the story suggests a lack of
confidence in the author regarding
his work. Or perhaps Wolfe does
not trust the reader’s ability to de
code his greatness.
Either way, as a respected author
printing with the big kids, Wolfe
needs to make decisions outside of
the journalistic tenet that caters to
the average reader’s lower intellect,
because the average reader is not at
the bookstore buying collections of
nonfiction essays. IfWolfe is going to
write obscurely, he needs to do it and
leave the pandering to the newspa
pers.
'Though the quality of writing
remains high throughout Wolfe’s
nonfiction, near the end of the third
division, of five, of “Hooking Up,”
the essay “My'Three Stooges” comes
across as self-congratulatory: a last
word against the criticism “A Man in
Full” received from authors John
Updike, Norman Mailer and John
Irving.
Reading through the pages of this
essay only enlightens the reader to

the fact that Wolfe’s hand and arm
do stretch far enough to pat himself
on the back, and that he is multi-task
efficient to a degree that allows him
to maintain his rhythm of patting
while at the same time defacing three
of his respected colleagues.
'These two faults comprise the
weak spot of this collection, without
which the beginning and end would
have made for a solid work.
“Hooking Up” leads with the title
essay and examines America at the
turn of the century — a strong com
mentary making use of the values of

today’s youth to highlight the emerg
ing differences in attitude and every
day living over the past 100 years.
'The final section in “Hooking
Up,” ‘"TheNew Yorker Affair,” por
trays a time in newspaper history
when even crackpot journalism was
tasteful and competitiveness between
papers sparked intellectual rivalry
and striving for excellence rather
than incest and cannibalism.'This, a
time long before front page stories in
big cities were penned by Associated
Press and his fellow journalist Copley
News Service, acts as a condemning

foil to contemporary print media.
Wolfe’s nonfiction reads like a
liberal textbook — details and hard
facts abound, but the presentation
and style allow for no other interpre
tation save that of the reader partici
pating in a conversation with a friend.
Read “A Man in Full.”
Read whatyou want of “ Hooking
Up,” but treat Wolfe like a man with
a weak belly, hit him in the middle if
you want to hurt him, or hit him
elsewhere ifyou want to see what he
is made of.

Henry Rollins tells it like it is
By Andrew Beckerman
The Pitt News
Halfway through Henry
Rollins’ latest book, “Smile, You’re
Traveling,” 1 thought that I had
him pegged-the poor man’s Chuck
Bukowski. The comparison wasn’t
unwarranted. Both men’s writings
attempt to capture the loneliness
and depression that are the
yokefellows of a lifetime of alienation. But where Bukowski has the
knack of imbuing the everyday eating, working, making love - with
an extraordinary character,
Rollins has the uncanny ability to
make his unique experiences al
most commonplace.
While this is a legitimate criti
cism of Rollins’writing, something
on thebackcover made me reassess
it. 'The summarysaid that he “finds
a way to make his unique experi
ences universal.” While the back

cover blurb is obviously going to
consistofpraise, this is an interesting
characterization - Rollins as the
Everyman.
“Smile, You’re Traveling” is a
collection of Rollins’ journal entries
from 1997 and 1998. Hanging out
with Black Sabbath was “awesome. ”
VisitingAfrica? “There’s nothing like
[it].” Rollins does not have the lan
guage toexpress these experiences in
any other manner, but perhaps that
is the value ofreading this - it’s pure
experience distilled into 239 pages,
no discussion necessary.
While the pleasure of reading
other authors of the everyday like
Bukowski, Carver or Sartre lies in
uncovering the deeper meaning be

neath the narrative, Rollins lays his
experiences bare for all to read (as
bare as one can get, knowing their
thoughts will most likely be pub
lished, that is). 'The pleasure derived
from reading Rollins lies in the fact

thatyou’re seeing a person minus
his pretensions. There is a blurred
distinction, if there is one at all,
between the public and private
Rollins, and therein lies the
bluebook value.
Perhaps no one wants to admit
it, but we humans are an awfully
lonely species. This is the theme of
an incredible amount ofliterature
(Kurt Vonnegut’s “Slapstick” is an
exceptional example), but which
of us are able to admit this fact to
anyone? How many of us are intro
spect enough to even realize it?
Rollins may not be eloquent,
but he is honest. Maybe there is a
deeper meaning to glean from his
words. Loneliness, alienation and
misanthropy do not necessarily
have to be negative aspects of life.
Maybe they should justbe treated
as aspects of life, period; deal with
it and move on from there.
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New shows: a little reality
RTS

4/
Axis
Super Diamond - Feb. 8
Rubyhorse - Feb. 24
Avalon
Jill Scott - Feb. 4
Face To Face - Feb. 11
Everlast - Feb. 12
Coldplay
Feb. 17
Aaron Carter - Feb. 20
Henry Rollins - Mar. 13
Dropkick Murphys - Mar. 17
-

Bill’s Bar
Rane - Feb. 23
Syndrome X - Feb. 28
House of Blues
Shemekia Copeland - Feb. 24
The Duke Robillard Band - Mar. 3
James Cotton - Mar. 9
The Prodigals - Mar. 10
Johnny D.’s
Mike Welch - Feb. 2
The Holmes Brothers - Feb. 16
Lilli’s
Colonel Mustard - Feb. 2
Penny Wheel - Feb. 22
Lost City Angels - Mar. 10
Lizard Lounge
Pamela Means - Mar. 15
Michelle Mallone - Apr. 12
The Middle East
Cave In (U) - Feb. 2
Hot Rod Circuit (D)
Feb. 8
The Unseen (U) - Feb. 8
Lost City Angels (U) - Feb 9
Deaf Cab For Cutie (D) - Feb. 23
The Donnas (D)- Mar. 13

actresses bypass years of hard work perfecting
the acting craft and move out to Hollywood
with hopes of fame and fortune.
“For most actors, it’s three to four years of
graduate school before getting their big break, ”
Justice said. “Yet, the people picked for these
reality shows, a lot have acting talent and are
very compelling to watch.”
“For television, you don’t have to be a
brilliant actor to get a job,” hesaid. “Ifyou have
charisma, the camera is going to see that.”
Despite the popularity of these shows, some
actors still find certairi shows appalling and
morally corrupting and would in no way want
to be associated with them.
“I’ll struggle for two to three years as an
actor before I go on a reality show,” Braxton
said. “I’d rather be in a commercial about
Tide. I have more respect for myself and my
family than to go on a show and air all my
personal and private moments.”
The production of reality shows could be
around for quite a while, and with all the
trouble in Hollywood, the excess of these
shows is bound to increase, McAllister said.
“They’ll be around for at least another
year,” McAllister said. “With the pendingwriters’ strike and contract negotiations and re
newals, Hollywood’s going to shut down tem
porarily. Reality shows don’t have a script and
aren’tgoing to suffer.”

■ reality
continued from Page 4
The mounting popularity for types of shows
such as “The Real World” have now become
the vehicle in which aspiring actors and ac
tresses look to board in order to further their
careers. Yet, other actors feel there are better
ways to start a career and perhaps give their
career some longevity.
“People who go on these shows are not
focused on the acting business itself,” said
Casey Braxton, a junior theatre arts major.
“They’re more focused on getting their fifteen
minutes of fame.
“They aren’t acting; they’re not part of the
performance of acting. They’re on these shows
that take what is ordinarily private and put it
on television. These are normal people.”
Casting directors seem to welcome the on
slaught of outgoing actors and look for the
ones that are going to be best for ratings and
viewer appeal.
“Myguess is that casting directors are look
ing for a certain gender, age and body type,”
said Gregory Justice, a theatre arts professor.
“It seems each show comes equipped with at
least two hunky-looking males and two ex
tremely attractive women, and these are types
that fit the typical Hollywood standard.”
Looking for the big break, many actors and

Student Dental Plan
Boston University School of Dental Medicine

The Student Dental Plan at Boston Uni
versity School of Dental Medicine is an
affordable way for you to getquality den
tal care. For more information or to enroll
online, go to http://dentalschool.bu.edu
and click on “patients.” Or call:
Final
weeks to
enroll!

617 / 638-4698

-

The Orpheum
Ben Harper - Feb. 1
Erykah Badu - Feb 17
Moe - Mar. 3
Outkast - Mar. 11
Jeff Beck Mar. 20
-

Paradise Rock Club
Stereophonies - Feb. 8
David Mead - Feb. 14
Levelers - Feb. 22
Doves
Feb. 26
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“Dogfight” and “Raiders” good rentals fora rainy day
By Gillian Reagan
Journal Staff
Dogfight (1991)

Haunting”), a homely, shy waitress to bring
with him. Through her intelligence and charm

sive, but allow Phoenbc and Taylor to work
their on-screen enchantment. “Dogfight” is

hired by the U.S. Government to find the Ark
of the Convent, rumored to hold the original

ing qualities, he learns to love the “ugly” girl he

definitely a good movie to rent on a rainy day

Ten Commandments. Indiana must get to the

brought to the dogfight.

with your loved one to curl up with.

Arkbefore Hitler’s Nazi army beats him to it.
His ex-love Marion, played by Karen Allen

“Dogfight” brings an endearing love story

Though the movie seems mushy and sweet,

in the mid to late ‘60s in San Francisco. Eddie
Birdlace, played by River Phoenix (“Stand by

“Dogfight” also follows the cruel and realistic
antics of the Marines on their last night before
heading out for war. Beer, prostitutes, and

I

Me,” “Raising Arh
2ona”),

^

is an 18-year-

. jf

old Marine destined
for Vietnam. He joins
his “Jarhead” friends
in organizing the dogfight, in which they ask
out the ugly girls in town to a club they have
rented for the night. The guy who brings the
ugliest date gets a cash prize. Eddie finds Rose,
played by Lili Taylor (“Girls Town,” “The

tattoo parlors await them. The film also ac
companies an excellent era-themed soundtrack
including songs from Bob Dylan and other
folk legends. Phoenix and Tyler work excel
lently on screen with each other. Their chem
istry as a couple outshines “Titanic’s” Rose and
Jack any day. Director Nancy Savoca did fine

continued from Page 4
and endearing keyboard score got the crowd
to start tapping their feet. Frontman Travis
Morrison kicked into his usual onstage antics

You are probably saying to yourself, “Bah!
I have seen this before!” But, when was the last
time you really remember watching this movie?
Why not rent it again and rediscover the
adventure and excitement? “Raiders of the
Lost Ark” is a classic Steven Speilberg film, and
pairing up with George Lucas as with “Jaws”
and “Star Wars,” the equation was flawless.

(“Scrooged,” “The Perfect Storm”) partners
with him in the quest for the Ark. Unforget
table scenes such as Indy fighting the bandits in
the market place, facing his phobia of snakes
as he is surrounded by thousands of them, or
when he is confronted by a beast of a man and
defeats him with his quick wits make this film
an adventure favorite.
This is a great movie to rent if you are tired

job under a tight budget and a limited filming

Harrison Ford (“Star Wars,” “What Lies Be
neath”) plays Dr. Henry‘Indiana’Jones Jr., an

of seeing the same old special effects and want
to see a classic to bring back good childhood

schedule. Her subtle shots are nothing impres

archeology professor and adventurer who is

memories.

Dismemberment Plan show
an amusing experience last week
■ D'PLAN

Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981)

sual dancing charmed the crowd. “Timebomb,”
a fan favorite, was a highlight of the show.
Followed by “Back and Forth” and “What do
you want me to say? ” was the D-Plan classic “ Ice

with “Girl O’clock.” Morrison played the
keyboard with shocked and fun facial expres
sions, as though the keyboard notes surprised

of Boston.” As soon as Travis introduced the
song and the first plunky guitar notes played,
the “Bostonians” cheered proudly, even though
the song’s lyrics explain a lonely New Year’s eve

him every time. Tlie frantic and playful “The
Dismemberment Plan Gets Rich” was next,
followed by “You Are Invited” and “Come

in the city. As the custom goes, during the “The
Planet,” in the middle of the song, the band
breaks into riffs of modern pop songs, last

Home.” The band was playing great and hav
ing fun with the music, communicating well

Friday featuring “Ms. Jackson” by Outkast. By
the end of “Okay, Jokes Over,” Morrison had

with each other and the audience. “Gyro

nearly demolished the microphone and the

scope” and “Do the Stand Still” brought the

crowd was cheering for more. “ Life of Possibili

mid-set peak, with poppy rhythms and catchy

ties,” “Bra,” and “Onward, Fat Girl” were

choruses. Morrison’s hilarious Beck-style sen

played as encores.

“Phantom’s” sets and
cast are flawless
you are taken from the Phantom’s candlelit

■ PHANTOM
continued from Page 4
Phantom’s mischief.
The antique scenery and catacombs of
the theater were presented with the right
amount of dust and intrigue. With a 1,000pound antique chandelier crashing to the
stage, fireworks, 213 dimly-lit candles and a
one-and-a-half-ton staircase, the scenery and
special effects alone kept the audience en
thralled. I can only imagine how many behind-the-scene crew members it takes to

lair, to the theater’s dark roof, to Christine’s
cozy dressing room. The audience is whisked
away without having time to blink, much less
consider moving a ton of dead-weight an
tique furniture.
Though I do prefer Cameron Mackin
tosh and Webber’s other shows, such as “ Les
Miserables,” the presentation of “Phantom”
was enjoyable. With a talented cast, inspiring
score and strategically-staged production,
“Phantom” made me recall my inner devo

switch scenes, for Director Harold Prince

tion to theater.
“Phantom” will be showing at the Wang

changes scenes at record pace. One minute

until Feb. 24.

C‘A*L*E*N*D‘A*R
Photography Display
A collection of landscape photo
graphs of Boston/Metrowest by
Stephen Buckman will be displayed
at the Newton Free Library Main
Hall at 330 Homer St in Newton
Centre from Friday, February 2 Tuesday February 27. Gallery
hours are Monday-Thursday 9-9,
Friday, 9-6, Saturday 9-5, Sunday
12-5. Call 617-552-7145for more
information.

The Alloy Orchestra
CrashArts presents two great
films with live music from the
Alloy Orchestra on Sunday, Febru
ary 4 at the Somerville Theatre, 55
Davis Square, Somerville. The
Alloy Orchestra accompanies
Buster Keaton’s classic comedy
“Steamboat Bill Jr. ” At 2 p.m.
Tickets are $15, and children under
12 are $7.50. Then at 7p.m., the
Alloy Orchestra presents the
Boston Premiere of their new score
for F. W. Murneau ’s chilling
“Nosferatu- A Symphony of
Horror!” “Nosferatu is preceded
by Alloy’s new score for Jane
Gillooly’s magical new short film
“Dragonflies, the Baby Cries. ”
Tickets are $15. Tickets for either
film are available at all
Ticketmaster outlets and at the
Somerville Theater box office. To
charge tickets call World Music at
617-867-4275 or Ticketmaster 617-

Doctor’s Dilemma will be performed students, $4 children, free on Sun.
9 a.m. to noon. Call 617-495-3045
at The Loeb Drama Center, 64
for more information.
Brattle St in Cambridge till March
Lunasa
14. Call the American Repertory
World Music presents Ireland’s
Art and the Camera: The Pho
Theatre at 617-547-8300for more
Lunasa on Saturday February 3, at 8
tographs
of F. Holland Day
information.
p.m. at the Somerville Theater, 55
Boston photographer F. Holland
Davis Square, Somerville. One of
Day
was one of the most important
American Paintings
Ireland’s fastest-rising new tradi
figures in the turn-of-the-century
From January 31-February 28,
tional bands, Lunasa emphasizes
artistic photography movement
The Wall: Images and Offerings
flute, fiddle, pipes, and rocking bass
known as Pictorialism. Among
from the Vietnam Memorial; paint
lines in its dazzling reworking of
Day’s
contributions to the field is
traditional tunes. Tickets are $25 and ings by Sal Lopes and “Selections of
his
heightened
sense of symbolism,
Contemporary Vietnamese Art, ” the
$20 and are available at tall
poetry and metaphor, enhanced by
David and Jean Thomas Collection
Ticketmaster outlets. Call World
the subtle, low-keyed tonalities of
will be displayed at the Danforth
Music at 617-876-4275for more
his
prints. This comprehensive
Museum of Art, 123 Union Ave in
information.
exhibtion is the first serious presen
Framingham. The gallery is open
tation
of Day’s photographic work,
Wednesday-Sunday 10-5. Call the
The Doctor’s Dilemma
drawn
primarily from the collec
museum at 508-620-0050for more
The American Reperatory The
tion of the Royal Photographic
atre, under the artistic direction of
information.
Society.
The show also includes a
Robert Brustein, is pleased to present
Beauty on the Wing: The Double substantial selection of books from
The Doctor’s Dilemma by George
Day’s publishing enterprise,
Lives of Butterflies
Bernard Shaw, directed by A.R.T.
Copeland & Day. Day’s photo
View a thousand butterflies from
Resident Director David Wheeler. In
graphs
will be displayed at the
an age of spiraling prescription costs, all over the world, accompanied by
Museum of Fine Arts at 465
photographs by Darlyne Murawski
how does a doctor decide which of
Huntington Ave in Boston. Cost is
his patients most deserves treatment? from National Geographic. The
$12, students and seniors $10, ages
exhibit will pay tribute to Russian
When London’s finest physician
7-17 $5 weekdays. Free for Suffolk
discovers a miracle cure for tubercu writer Vladimir Nabokov’s research
on a group of butterflies known as the Students with a CAS sticker on
losis, whom should he treat- a
your ID. Museum hours are
“Blues ” and will feature a live
penniless fellow doctor, or a tal
Monday-Tuesday 10 a.m.-4:45
display of caterpillars and ants. This
ented, unscrupulous artist? This
p.m.,
Wednesday-Friday 10 a.m.exhibit will be on display till March 4
keen-eyed examination of medical
9:45
p.m.
(Thursday and Friday
at Harvard Museum of Natural
malpractice is as provocative today
after 5 p.m. only West Wing is
History, 24 Oxford St in Cambridge.
as its premiere in 1906, enriched
open), Saturday-Sunday 10 a.m.Museum hours are daily from 9-5.
with Shaw’s glorious wit and com
5:45p.m. Call 617-267-9300for
Cost is $6.50 adults, $5 seniors &
passion for human weakness. The
more information.
931-2000.
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Opinions and Editorials
Suffolk faculty
deserve respect
for their efforts
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A student sat puzzling over an article he was supposed to be writing for
his next class. A professor saw his blank stare and added his input. The

of

student was not in the professor’s class, nor had he asked for help. But the

rt'.

professor felt inclined to go over to him.
Another student had just gotten in an argument with her boyfriend. One
could tell she was obviously upset just by passing by. Another professor asks
her what is wrong and chats with the student inside her office.
A student just received a job offer and is bursting with excitement. Not
knowing who to tell, the student wanders into her advisor’s office. The

HEi-P I

professor offers his congratulations and career advice.
Another student is searching for a class to add to their schedule. The
befuddled student’s academic advisor is not available, but the student needs
to find a class that day. The student wanders into another professor’s office
without an appointtnent and receives the needed help finding a class that will
fit their needs, interests and schedule.
What do all these situations have in common? They were all Suffolk
professors. They also were all professors from the communication and
journalism department.
Each of them took time from their busy schedules to help a student in
need. Whether it was academic or personal advice, they dropped what they
were doing and placed the student first. Helping the student was their
priority, rather than grading papers, doing research, going to lunch or just
taking a break from teaching back-to-back classes.
After reading the letter in last week’s Journal, some students in other
programs have been questioning the CJN faculty. Yet, after three years of
classes, extracurricular activities and becoming friends with these professors,

Letters to the Editor
Chair of CJN counters last week’s letter
On behalf of the department of

alone I received 19 unsolicited testi

gram” is simplynot supported by the

communication and journalism, I
must take issue with a number of

monials from students who came

facts.
The author is apparently upset

comments made by Sea-Ce Saunders
in her letter to the editor published

sors.
Several of our professors have

certain times, but that is just the nature of human diversity.

in the January 24 issue of the Suffolk

Students often disregard the extent of their professors’ jobs. As we run
back and forth from classes to part-time jobs, club meetings and parties, we

Journal

been recognized by the students of
Suffolk with awards and yearbook

I have found them to be truly dedicated, talented, caring individuals, whose
priority and passion is to educate students.
All students and their professors disagree on certain subjects and at

complain of the extra homework we have. We curse the professor for making

Her letter contained numerous
errors of fact which must be cor

us work, making us think and go beyond the scope of the trivial homework

rected before they become the basis

assignments we were given in high school.
But do we ever turn the tables around and think of their lives? They have
other responsibilities, including families, friends and papers to grade. Many
have additional jobs, since teaching hardly pays the bills, or research they are

for unsubstantiated rumors.
In particular, the attack on the

working on. They serve on university committees, advise smdent groups and

faculty of our department is com
pletely unwarranted. Our full-time
and part-time faculty are among the

organizations, and have advising and office hours to maintain.
It’s hard enough to write a three-page media law paper on constitutional

finest professionals in their fields.
Student evaluations consistently

reform, much less read 30 three-page papers on the subject. Add in our poor
spelling, inaccurate citations and careless mistakes, and they are left with

rank our faculty as outstanding. Fo
cus groups with our undergradu

three interesting, original, accurate papers. To me, this would be pure
torture, but I guess for some odd, twisted reason they enjoy it.
Of course I am not a princess, I complain far more than the average
student. I too hate having a mountain of homework to come home to,

our faculty in instruction and our

instead of being able to watch “Friends.” I too detest trying to register for

dents.

classes only to be bombarded with classes that are full and a web site that is

into my office to praise their profes

dedications. Members of our faculty
coach the forensics team and advise
the SuffolkJournahnd. the student
radio and video organizations. Our
professors spend countless hours ad
vising, coaching and meeting with
our students outside of the class
room.
We are the largest undergradu
ate major (more than 400 students)
at Suffolk because our faculty and

because we do not currently offer a
course in film production. Our con
centration in film is only two years
old, and it was designed as a track in
film theory and aesthetics.
In response to the growth in the
major, the department has decided
to add a production course to the
film concentration. The additional
expense for such a course must be
reflected in our budget. Dean
Ronayne has supported our request
by including it in his proposed bud
get for the College of Arts and Sci
ences for next year. The budget is

administrative staff are deeply com

currently awaiting approval by the

ates, graduate students and alumni

mitted to the education of our stu

Board ofTrustees of the University.

continually point to the excellence of

dents.
The author’s assertion that “there

variety of courses in advertising,

dedication and caring for out stu
During this past fall semester

Our department offers a wide

are only two or three professors...
that really care deeply about the

COMMUNICATION

future of the students in the pro

continued on Page 11

convenientlyalways down at the beginning of the semester. I hate having to
get up at 7 a.m. to get to school to catch a professor before he goes to teach
a class or attend a meeting. But I hate it even more when a whiny,
unappreciative student claims their professors don’t care. Especially when
it is a known fact that Suffolk pays the ir faculty far less than most institutions
do in Boston.
Wouldn’t itbe so much easier to teach at a school like Boston University?
Professors give one lecture a week to 200 students and let teaching assistants
and graduate students worry about the grading. Plus, they would be getting
paid a decent living wage and be able to actually live in downtown Boston.
Let me clue you in, the professors are not here for the money, the prestige
or because they are infatuated with Suffolk. They are here to teach. They are
here because they like interacting with students and being able to teach a class
of 20, instead of 200. They want to be able to help you, to educate you and
to see that you succeed when you finally graduate after five or more years.
Most Suffolk professors don’t expect to receive a thank you, a gift or any
other kind gestures. But, they do deserve our attention and to be listened to.
They deserve something a little bit better than being degraded for problems
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beyond their control by students in the SuffolkJournal. And most impor
tantly, these professors deserve our respect, if not for what they humbly do
each day, for putting up with the nonsense we give them.
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KFL experience offers more than just football
by Robert Fulton
A new television experience will be brought
o life next week. It will be entertaining. It will
>e ruthless. It will involve cutthroat tactics. No,
do not mean “Survivor II.” I am talking about
he Extreme Football League, or XFL.
The XFL is being brought to us by those fine
oiks at NBC and Vince McMahon, he of
Vorld Wrestling Federation fame. NBC got
Dutbid a couple of years ago to air the NFL.
Mow all the network has is basketball, in
addition to Olympics. So, without the NFL,
NBC decided to create a league of its own.
McMahon was more than happy to get on
this. He is, seriously, a marketing and enter
tainment genius. I am not a wrestling fan by any
means, but the industry makes millions of
dollars a year, has scores of adoring fans, and
even I know who The Rock is.

The XFL promises to be football at its best. ridiculous. If the quarterback is too fragile to
It is supposed to be a purer form of the game. get thrown to the turf, he should take up golf.
Another rule in the
See, the NFL has be- ___________________ ________________
NFL is the fair catch.
come somewhat of a
he
will be hlled When a ball is punted,
sissy league. I am not
AN the receiver can call a fair
calling the likes ofJun
catch, meaning he can
ior Seau and Ray
catch the ball without
Lewis sissies (I’m not
ameras
everywhere
getting
hit, ending the
that stupid), but there
play. Taking the violence
are a number of things
nd the cheerleaders
out of football. Sorry
in the game that have
ave you seen them
hey guys, but football is vio
taken away from its
toughness.
strippers
o lent. It isn’t checkers.
The XFL promises to
One example is the
that s a
play real football. Hit“in the grasp” rule.
This means that if a ----------------------------- ------------------------- ting, tackling and some
quarterback’s progress is impeded, if a de violence will return.
Also, the XFL will allow celebrations. The
fender has an arm on him and the guy can’t
move, then the play is over without the quar NFL, or “No Fun League” does not allow
terback ever being tackled. Yes, for an “in the touchdown celebrations. Good sportsmangrasp,” they remove tackling. I think that is ship or something like that. Not in the XFL. If

T XFL
WITH LOTS OF GIMMICKS.
NOUNCERS IN THE STANDS.
C
....
A
.
H
?T
LOOK LIKE
.N T
TO SAY
’ BAD THING.

you’re good, you can flaunt it. If you stink, get
off the field.
The XFL will be filled with a lot of gimmicks.
Announcers in the stands. Cameras every
where. God knows what else.
And the cheerleaders. Have you seen them?
They look like strippers. Not to say that’s a bad
thing.
I don’t know if the XFL will be more sports
or entertainment. It can’t be all football, or it
will go away like the USFLor the World League
(which is still around but not stateside). We
have football already. We need football and
something else.
I do hope that there is at least some football
in the XFL, that the nonfootball entertain
ment does not take away too much from the
game. I will watch a game or two, give it a fair
trial. It will be fun, if McMahon has his way, I
just hope it isn’t too stupid.
Robert Fulton writes for The Guardian

The real myth of the great American hero
by Stephen Balsley
A friend once told me how her mother
cried when she read in the paper that Mickey
Mantle was an alcoholic.
The famous center fielder for the New York
Yankees was driven to drink by the stress of his
playing days—and the pressure applied on him
by his manager, CaseyStengel. The media had
known about Mickey’s illness since his years as
a ballplayer, but reading those words written
about a national hero drove my mother’s
friend to tears,
Mickey Mantle was a national icon. He had
been protected for years by a sympathetic
media that once covered up scandals about
famous people to help them maintain a re
spectful image. But now the media have
changed,
Richard Ben Cramer recently published a
biography of Joe DiMaggio, another famous
center fielder for the New York Yankees. The

book highlights the life of a man who was a
national hero. Cramer shatters this myth by
telling the truth about a man who was driven
by money, power and fame.
DiMaggio only started playing baseball, a
game some would argue he played better than
any man, because he did notwant to work on
his father’s fishing boat. But does that really
matter?
At what point is the media’s attempt to tell
the whole truth too much? To many people,
DiMaggio’s disgusting treatment of women
was a blight on his character, but a nation still
circled around him at a time of war looking to
this young baseball player as an example of
American strength.
I struggle with this question myself as I
consider a world in which many famous people
do not want to be heroes.
One of my own heroes, Lance Armstrong,
a man who fought back from testicular cancer
to dominate one of the world’s most challeng
ing sports, is sponsored by Nike.

Nike is now famous for the workforce it
employs, mostlyyoung children in sweatshops
worldwide cranking out sneakers. Does this
mean I should write to Lance and ask him to
drop his sponsorship? Or do I take into con
sideration that Nike never stopped sponsoring
Lance during his chemotherapy treatment,
even after the cancer had spread to his brain?
I don’t know.
Now, Simon & Schuster publishing house
is advancing Hillary Rodham Clinton $8 mil
lion for her memoirs. In an industry in which
first-time authors are not known for receiving
big contracts, Clinton’s book will have to
outsell almost all pieces of nonfiction written
to date to turn any form of profit.
Can we assume that Simon & Schuster
bought this book because of the thrilling tales
of Clinton’s years in law school, or do we
conclude that this will be a “ tell-all” about her
years in the White House? For $8 million, I
think the answer is obvious.
But what does this say about our society?

Everyone wants to know everything he or she
can about the people who are famous in this
country. There are magazines, television sta
tions and Internet sites devoted to making the
latest gossip available.
People can get all of the information they
want and need faster than they can buy milk.
And something about that process is spoiling
America.
In 50 years, I don’t think we will have to
worry about someone crying over news of the
past. I think the myth ofthe American hero has
been obliterated by an American media driven
by money and greed.
The person who wins on this field is the
person who can reveal the most dirt about the
most people. And all this does is cause my
friend’s mom to cry when she reads about the
illness of her childhood hero, a man who had
to deal with his problem while a nation watched
every step and waited for him to fall.
Stephen Balsley writes for The Daily Iowan

Rednecks leaving the
White House in style
by Thomas Gingras
The closing hours of an administration
should be the most solemn ones of all. The last
note and memory of what you stood for or
wanted to be remembered by are usually an
attempt at dignity and nobility. The White
House, however, has an established history
with redneck presidents. Slick Willy did not let
us down.
Former President Andrew Jackson was the
last one. His 160-year claim as Esteemed High
Redneck is now in jeopardy of being over
thrown.
The antics of the Clinton staffers leaving
office comes close to rivaling the Inaugural
Party of former President Jackson. Although
if they wanted to really vandalize the place, they
should have done what the British did and just
burn it.
I can almost see the meeting where he called
all of his cronies into the office to plan the
defacing of their former headquarters and to
hand out tasks and missions to each one.
Billy Bob, you and Willie-May put pornog
raphy in all the printer trays. Daisy Duke, you
and your Cousin Bo get into the General Lee
and run down to Denny’s to get some gumbo
to pour into the coffee machine and some glue
to seal up all the cabinets.
The list of atrocities to the Presidential
manor goes on and on. To what end? The
confirmed degeneracy of eight years of office,
we already knew that.

Rumor has it that the offices of the former
Vice President’s office was the hardest hit.
With furniture piled up in front of doors and
other dorm like activities. Along with phone
numbers and number plates being changed on
all the phones.
Is this part of the Democratic process with
actions filled with spite and malice? Tlie deci
sion is rendered and we now have a Com
mander in Chief. Good or ill, George W, Bush
is the one that will lead the country. It is no
surprise that in such a close election, malice
and criticism will be high, but was this neces
sary?
And then there are those that are up in
arms about Iraq and what position the new
administration will now take.
Ifyou look back to operation Desert Storm
one of the stated goals of that mission was to
destroy the Iraqi ability to wage war for at least
ten years.
Take out the calendars folks because those
ten years are now over. What’s more, can you
really blame our new President’s malice to
wards Iraq’s President. The guy tried to kill his
father.
Octavian waged war because a couple guys
stabbed his uncle. And Saddam Hussein is the
one person we should not take an iota of guff
from,
Mr, President, 1 am with you and I know
there are those out there that agree with me. I
have had it with the radical Liberal crap that
I have been seeing and reading. And the comple
mentary box of W keys is in the mail.

FEEL THE WARMTH!

rUSSACHUSETTS
SUB5IANCEABUSE
INFORMATION

B
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VOLUNTEER AT THE HELPLINE

AND EDUCATION

The Massachusetts Substance Abuse
Information and Education Helpline provides
callers with information about substance
abuse programs, counseling services, and
community resources.
Helpline volunteers

if s easy and fun to be a volunteer!

are helping people

•

No experience necessary

help themselves -

•

Flexible scheduling (volunteers commit to
a minimum of six hours per month)

•

Comprehensive training and supervision

•

Proximity to Back Bay T and free tokens

•

Internship and community service
opportunities

24 hours a day,
7 days a week!

Call now!
(617) 536-0501
x201, or visit
www.heiolineonline.com

The Massachusetts Substance Abuse Information and
Education Helpline is a project of The Medical Foundation
and is funded by the Massachusetts Department of Public
Health.
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Violence caused by human nature, not TV
People should be able to distinguish reality
from what they see on the teievision screen.

by Scott Sloan
Anew television sweeps monthbegins in less
than one week and it is sure to deliver new
episodes ofaction-packed shows like “N.Y.P.D.
Blue,” award-winning dramas such as “The
West Wing” and a host of parent groups
lobbying for less televised violence.
These groups claim that television violence
makes children aggressive. Well, 1 beg to differ.
Nearly everyone can be aggressive, regardless of
whether or not they watch television. 1 will
concede the following point, though.
Do you think it is coincidental that the
current longest-running drama series (11 sea
sons) is “Law & Order?” As a fan who has seen
a majority of the series, if not every single
episode, I can say that the show almost always
depicts a brutal killing, rape or kidnapping.
I realize that 5- and 6-year-old children do
not eagerly dive onto the couch on Wednesday
nights to catch Dick Wolf s Emmy-winning
show, but they watch something far more
violent—cartoons. Cartoons have been on the

receiving end of criticism for years. Some par
ents are outraged because the dastardly Acme
products on “Looney Tunes” are too violent
or Scooby-Doo and the gang are being chased
by too many phantoms.
Of course, I must not forget to mention
“South Park” and “The Simpsons,” shows that
have become bitter satires of American life.
These shows often include violent acts such
as killing Kenny orMaude Flanders. Despite
what some parents want you to believe, televi
sion is not the sole cause ofviolence in children.
Violence is natural. It occurred long before
the beginning of television, lest we forget the
history lectures on the Peloponnesian War,
Punic Wars or the Crusades.
People just like to fight. It is actually more
disturbing that our ancestors were so aggres
sive. Today, people are so inter-connected
through the Internet that everyone can be
aware of violent acts like terrorism or armed
clashes between the nations of the world.

These picmres and videos convince people
that there is a reason to fight, but in 17 76 there
were no television sets or radios and hardly any
newspapers.
Still, our forefathers managed to band
together more than one-third of the colonial
population and defeat the armed forces of
Great Britain. It is difficult to imagine that
their words and pamphlets were so persuasive.
After all, they were asking these people to
put their lives on the line. I know this will come
as a surprise to anyone who saw Mel Gibson in
“The Patriot,” but not every colonist had their
children killed by British soldiers.
These people did not fight because they
were greatly oppressed. Colonists paid less tax
than their British counterparts and it is diffi
cult to justify a bloody revolution because of
a simple lack of representation.
A great number of these colonists fought
because they wanted to, not because they saw
too many hangings, and certainly not because

they viewed too many episodes of “ Homicidi
Life On The Street.”
Parents are claiming that television is th
cause of their children’s violent actions, bi
they are not looking at the facts. First, childre
that watch violent shows are usually moi
aggressive anyway. This is why they watch thos
shows. Also, television cannot become a d(
fense for violence.
I have always believed that people have th
ability to distinguish between right and wronj
When we watch television, and movies for thf
matter, we suspend reality.
For instance, after seeing “What Wome
Want,” I am not going to go electrocute myse
with a hair dryer in an attempt to hear th
thoughts of every woman on campus.
Romans flocked to the Colosseum to watc
gladiatorial combat, just as millions of movf
goers filled theaters to see Russell Crowe
portrayal of Maximus in “Gladiator.”
A hero will rise and so will the body cour
because people love violence.
Scott Sloan writes for the Kentucky KERNEi

Glowing monkeys boggle science’s ethics
Welcome to the brave new world. Or at
leastsay hello to whatmight be—ifscience is not
careful. At first, there was Dolly, a cute sheep
with no real parents. Then there was humanity’s
own cousin Tetra, the bastard Rhesus monkey
from Oregon. Now embrace ANDi, the world’s
first monkey whose genetic donors include a
jellyfish and who may someday, for all intents
and purposes, glow in the dark. Go genetics!
The field of genetic engineering is one that
is highly unregulated as far as the extent certain
manipulations may go. Essentially, when it
comes to the human genome, the sky’s the limit.

But should the realms of science even be con
fined by legislation that may prevent future
good advancements? Or should there be a
worldwide medical consensus, much like the
Flippocratic oath, that draws the fine line on
how far medicine should take genetics?
In the United States, the general populace
has acquiesced its ethics to whatever popular
science says those ethics might be — and for
now, society has “chosen” to accept the various
forms of bioengineering as inevitable.
When it comes to human genetic testing,
one of the biggest fears expressed is a throw

SSeclwie^
Presents

Howard Zinn
Professor Emeritus
Political Science
Boston University
Author of “A People’s History of the United
States,” “Marx in Soho: A Play on History” and
'You Can’t Be Neutrai on a Moving Train: A
Personai History of our Times. ”

“Is Marxism Dead?”
Tuesday, Feb. 13
1 p.m.
C. Walsh Theater
For more information, piease caii 973-5372.
This iecture is funded by the Loweii Institute of
Boston. It is free and open to the public.

back to eugenics under the likes of Hitler, when
he tried to purify the white race through
selective breeding. Society is afraid of having
the abilityto create “designer babies,” in which
blond-haired, blue-eyed babies are the norm.
Yet proponents of furthering genetic alter
ations argue that if such a scenario were to
occur, then the “value” of blonds and blue-eyes
would decrease and brunettes would end up
being the “value” if only for difference’s sake—
besides, not every person’s idea of a beautiful
baby is the same, so diversity would still exist.
The ones expressing these “Children of the

Corn” fears, however, worry that simply ha
ing the capabilitywould create a class system i
which the rich would be the ones who accesse
and controlled the trait-modifying technc
ogy, thus perpetuating a “superior race.”
Restraint must be shown or all else woul
go amuck. There needs to be a silent consensi
by the scientific community of what the unde
stood boundaries are to be. Only then can tf
scientific knowledge-depraved society depen
on the ethics of science.
Column written by staff of The Tiger, Clemson, S. (

Student
Accounts
Office Hours
Effective
January 16, 2001
Monday - Thursday
8:45 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday
8:45 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Office telephone No. 573-8407.
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BE A READING PARTNER
* Tutor children
Use work study owords
Look for ReadBoston and S.O.U.L.S. on:
February 1st 1:00-2:00 pm NESAOSU lobby
February 2nd 10:00-12:00 pm Oonahue lobby

Al’PLICATIOlVS AND PAPER WOlUi DUE
FEBRUARY 5TH!!
^3>

For more info contact S.O.U.LS.

30&

Receive an hourly stipend of $8.00 for tutoring and
attendance at monthly training/reflection meetings.
Reading Partners work about 10 hours a week.
Transportation costs will be reimbursed.
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UravEEsriY Dateline
For more information on getting your event listed in Dateline,
contact the Dean of Students Office at (617) 573-8202.

Monday, February 5

Wednesday, January 31
2000 Final Examination Make-up runs the week
of 1/31/01-2/1/01.
Conversation Workshop
20 Ashburton Place
Pronunciation Workshop
20 Ashburton Place

1:00 -1:50 p.m. Men’s Basketball
Daniel Webster College
2:00-2:50 p.m.

Graduate Presentation and Writing Workshop
20 Ashburton Place
3:00-3:50 p.m.
SOULS’ Supper Club
The Paulist Center, 5 Park St. 3:00-7:30p.m.

Alternative Spring Break Applications Due
February is Black History Month
Council of Presidents Meeting
Archer 365

1:00 p.m.

Education & Human Services Dept. Spring
Symposium: Speaker JanineBempechat, Ed.D:

Understanding Achievement Motivation in
School-Aged Children: The Role of Culture
1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Women’s Basketball v. Curry College
Suffolk University
7:00 p.m.

1:00- 1:50 p.m.

Pronunciation Workshop
20 Ashburton Place

2:00-2:50 p.m.

Tuesday, February 6

Friday, February 2

Cuba Study Trip Informational Meeting
Donahue 311
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.

Saturday, February 3

TOEFLWorkshop
3:00 - 3:50 p.m.
20 Ashburton Place
Yearbook Senior Portrait Sittings
Donahue
11:00 -5:00 p.m.
Women’s Basketball v. Western New England
Suffolk University
5:30 p.m.
Men’s Basketball v. Western New England
College
Suffolk University
1:00 p.m. Men’s Ice Hockey
7:00 p.m.
Plymouth State College
Women’s Basketball v. Southern Vermont College
Men’s Basketball v. Emerson College
Suffolk University
3:00p.m.
Suffolk University
7:30 p.m.
Alumni Hockey Game at Boston University
Walter Brown Arena
4:45p.m.

6:00 - 6:30 p.m.

CAS Seminar Series: Professor Fredrick Men’s Ice Hockey v. Stonehill College
Marchant, Author of Full Moon Boat
Boston University, Walter Brown Arena
Fenton 134A
1:00 p. m.
6:30 p.m.

TOEFLWorkshop
20 Ashburton Place

Conversation W orkshop
20 Ashburton Place

Graduate Presentation and Writing Workshop
Men’s Ice Hockey v. Johnson & Wales University 20 Ashburton Place
3:00 - 3:50 p.m.
Boston University
8:00p.m.

Career Services’ Seminar: Interviewing
Effectively
Free Family Skate
Donahue 637
1:00- 2:00 p.m. Boston University

Interfaith Yoga Class
Donahue 218B

Orientation Leader Applications available at
Student Activities

7:00 p.m.

There are no events scheduled for today. -

Thursday, February 1

Donahue 311

SOULS’ Supper Club at the Church of St. John
The Evangelist
5:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, February 4
1:15-2:15 p.m. Yearbook Senior Portrait Sittings
Donahue
10:00 - 4:00 p.m.

University DateLine is Suffolk
University’s master calendar.
For information on any
scheduled event, any day of
the academic year; or to list
an event that you are planning
call 573-8082.
A comprehensive record of
what is happening, when and
where — for planning, publicity
or general information.

3:00 - 3:50 p.m.

CJN chair responds
to last week’s letter
■ COMMUNICATION
continued from Page 8
broadcasting, public relations, film, organiza
tional communication and journalism.
Granted, there are other areas of communica
tion we do not cover due to limitations of
classroom space, equipment, faculty and bud
get, but this is true at every institution.
Our curriculum is comprehensive in these
concentrations, and we continually update
our course offerings to reflect developments
within these disciplines. We have been asked to
start new programs in public relations on
Cape Cod and at Dean College because of our
outstanding reputation in the field.
One measure of the value of our
department’s programs is demonstrated by
the annual surveys of alumni by the office of
career planning. In its most recent survey,
ninety percent of recent graduates responding

reported they were in professional positions or
in graduate or law schools.
Our alumni include distinguished journal
ists, media and business professionals, adver
tising and public relations executives, elected
officials, lawyers, teachers and professors. A
common theme at all CJN alumni gatherings
is the wonderful relationships developed with
faculty and fellow students while at Suffolk.
The Communication and Journalism pro
gram has grown into one of the most successful
academic programs at the university. Our
faculty and staff will continue to provide our
students with a first-rate educational experi
ence in a caring and challenging environment.
Sincerely,
Robert E. Rosenthal, Ph.D.
Chair of Department of Communication
and Journalism

iUFFiU JOimilL
has a new media kit
with different ad sizes and rates.
The new sizes and rates are now
in effect
To avoid getting charged for
resizing ads, cail or stop by to
get your copy.

573-8323.

Itake me to
youii

VVedn

V, Jqniian/ <i ^

Have an out-of-this-world experience at Suffolk—become a student leader!
c

Check out the positions that are available NOW!
lue
k

s,

'—

ofo"^

———

—

o-^e/

>
^e
>

Pl?Ogi?ClW Ccimeil: be

Wiedidl Be a driving force as the
editor of the^ eacon Yearbook, Suffolk Journal
Newspaper or the Venture Literary Magazine.
Rather be in Broadcast? Apply to be the
General Manager of WSFR or WSUB!
Applications Available : January 29th, Office of
Student Activities (Donahue 5th Floor)
Applications Due: February 22nd

a mover and a shaker in the group
that moves and shakes campus!
Applications Available: February 26^^
@the Student Activities Office
(Donahue 5^^^ floor)
Applications Due: March 9th

if)':
t

'
-'xfrr

Awthas^cfjdoi^s/

Oi?mn^e$:Uxon Seltolai?^/
Betllcl&^i SellclclJ?s:apply for these
scholarship positions that provide leadership to
the orientation programs, tours and
admissions, or in the learning lab.
Applications available: February ist, at the
Financial Aid Office (Donahue ist Floor)
Application Due: March ist

-
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Curless speaks humbly about music and fame
By Jamie Canu
Journal Staff
Sitting on the floor, knees pulled to her
chest and tugging at the tongues of her multi
colored Sketchers, Andrea Curless spoke hum
bly about her music, fame and her future.
“I wouldn’t mind if I had a CD. But I
wouldn’t want to be famous. Making my music
isn’t about fortune or fame,” Curless said.
“Writing songs started out as a way for me to
dealwith what I was going through, to express
myself.”
Though Curless finds fame hard to swal
low, her peers see otherwise. “She’s a really
great roommate. Someday she’ll be famous
and I will be able to say ‘ 1 knew she would make
it’ first,” freshman Krissie Jankowski joked.
Curless’ friends feel privileged to be able to
experience her music first hand, for they often
are witness to her practicing and composing.
“What really makes her music so great is
that anyone can relate to it. Andrea’s songs are
about problems that everyone can relate to,
and listening to her dealwith her problems so
openly helps people forget their problems,”
added freshman Andrea Willis on a more
serious note.
Curless never sets out to write music, it sort
of gives birth to itselfwhen she least expects it.
She could be sitting with her favorite Gibson
guitar and her mind just flows. She said that
she gets inspired by the strangest of circum
stances. “The rhythm ofthe water running in
the shower really inspires me,” she said. “I
usually end up running from mid-shower in
my bathrobe to strum my guitar.”
Though Curless includes a vast array of
subjects in her songs, she rarely names them. “A
lot of my songs don’t have titles, most of them
are just entitled by my friends with a descriptive
name,” the musician explained.
Curless performed some of her favorite

songs Wednesday night at the debut of Com
mon Grounds, Suffolk’s new monthly enter
tainment and refreshment gathering.
Her first number of the night was “The First
One,” which was inspired by moments in her
life and a book she once read but no longer
remembers. The reaction from the crowd
brought a large smile to Curless’s face.
“The first applause of the night really opens
me up...It is really nice to know people appre
ciate my songs that much,” she said.
The second number of the night was “A
Song About Hurt,” a piece written to break
free from a relationship she could no longer
deal with at the time.
“Most of my songs are usually about some
one or an event in my life. Sometime I wish the
people who inspired the hurt would hear these
songs and realize what they did,” she said.
Incidentally, the most personal tune, “Snow
Globe,” was written directly for that purpose.
“For a long time people used to walk all over
me. They thought I was a nice girl who wouldn’t
say anything. I wrote 1‘Snow Globe’] to wake
people up, and let them know there is a person
inside that they can’t keep using.”
On a lighter note, Curless brought out a
fun, careless side with a few-laid back songs.
Along with her boyfriend Justin Goodall, a
competitive mountain bike downhill dual
slalom racer, she wrote “Justin’s Song,” a quirky
number about their lives and personal adven
tures.
“The song started as a joke,” she recalled.
“Justin was sticking toothpicks into a pickle at
a restaurant to make a dancing pickle man.
When he started to play with it and make a
scene I commented ‘Pickles are made for eat
ing. ’ That is where the song started and it just
sort of grew from there.”
Equally funny are the “Potato Head Song”
and “Harrison Ford.” One song is about a kid
who once stalked her and wore a shirt that said

“Nobody knows I’m a lesbian;” and a tune that
makes fun of herself singing to her cardboard
cut-out of Han Solo, Ford’s character in the
Star
series.
The 18-year old freshman is a communica
tion major at Suffolk, with a minor in elemen
tary education. After completing her educa
tion, Curless hopes to teach young children.
“It’s so fun to teach children and to see their
eyes light up when they learn something new.
That makes all the hard work worth it,” she
added.
During the summer, Curless plans to re

■ COMMON GROUNDS
continued from Page 2

He said all of the feedback received was
positive. “I think people were happy with the
music, the atmosphere and the people, and
that’s exactly what we wanted.”
Next month’s Common Grounds will be
on February 28, as part of Commuter Ap
preciation Week. “Andrea will be back, but
the goal is to diversify the event,” DeStefano
said.
Also performing at the February Coffee
house will be Kristina Menissian and Jaime
Montesano, both members of the FallFest
cast. Marisa Fellina will accompany them.
“We are hoping that we become a regular
event on campus,” DeStefano said. “I also
hope that the open mike component devel
ops and that you can come try out new stuff.
I want it to be a comfortable performing
place where you can come and try out. It’s not
FallFest, it’s not STEW, just a fun place.”
The coffeehouse was part of Program
Council’s Welcome Back Week, the first full
week of the spring semester. DeStefano said
that PC also helped to fund the event.
Though the Performing Arts Program is

turn home to Sutton, N.H., to continue her
work as a volunteer at the local library reading
to young kids.
As for her future in music, “I will have fun
doing it as long as I can, and as long as people
will listen,” Curless said. “Singing really helps
me deal with my problems so I guess I’ll play
until my problems are gone.”
Still new to playing in public, this being only
her second performance since coming to Bos
ton (the first being at FallFest), Curless looks
forward to again playing at Common Grounds
on February 28.
funded by the university, many of the pro
grams will be collaborations with student
clubs, according to DeStefano.
According to DeStefano, the Program,
which is run and funded through the Dean
of Student’s Office, mission is to provide
varied performing arts opportunities in a
non-academic compacity.
“Some of our programs are co-curricular
programs for students who have hectic sched
ules, but still want to participate in any
performing arts opportunities,” he explained.
Some of the programs that fall under the
umbrella of the Student Performing Arts
Program include FallFest, STEW, the up
coming Murder Mystery Dinner Theater
and the Common Grounds Coffeehouse,
“The Performing Arts Council can be
looked at as any governing body on campus,”
DeStefano said.
“They are a group of students that brain
storm, initiate and govern all those pro
grams,” he continued.
The council is currently accepting appli
cations for membership. The deadline for
application is February 28, and all appli
cants willbe selected by DeStefano and Stoll.
The council meets on a monthly basis.

It’s an awesome feeling—knowing tliat you made someone’s lirsl experience at Suffolk a great one!
You can have diat experience all summer, and all year long, il'you ap[)ly to be an Orientation
Leader! You get great experience, training that you can use even
after the job is done, and tire chance to learn more about yourself!

.1#

Applications are available starting January 29th in the
Office of Student Activities, 529 Donahue.
Applications are Due February 23rd

Want to find out what it’s really all about? Come talk to Orientation Scholars who have
done it all before, and who would love to answer your questions!
Tuesday, February 13th from 12:00—2:00 pm in the Donahue Lobby
Wednesday, February 14th from 11:00—1:00 pm in the Sawyer Lobby
Thursday, February 15th from 12:00—2:00 in the lobby of 150 Tremont Street

^oia? shell...
Be ent Oi^ien^et^ion heetdei?!
Queslionsi^ Come by Student Activities or call ()17-d78-8820
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Professional Roundup Ray Lewis no MVP
■ ROUNDUP

continued from Page 16

Duringan interviewlastweek, Patriots owner
Bob Kraft stated a strong desire to keep Drew
Bledsoe with the Patriots for the rest of his
career. Yet, in the same breath, he made it
obvious that he will not break the bank to do
so. Many believe Bledsoe understands this and
is willing to work something out. After all, if he
wants to win he’ll need the weapons in place
around him. In order to sign other players
who will help, it’s going to cost some money.
Now that the Super Bowl is over the NFL’s
free agent period is scheduled to begin. The
Patriots are planning on rebuilding through
the draft and going with mid-level free agents,
namely Shawn Jefferson and Bobby Hamilton.
Wouldn’t Baltimore’s current third down
back and soon-to-be free agent. Priest Holmes,
look striking in a Patriots uniform next season?
Just a thought...
The NHL’s All-Star weekend is coming up
on Saturday and Sunday. Saturday night is
the Skills Competition where players from
North America match-up against players from
the World Team in a series of events. These
events include fastest skater, shot accuracy,
and hardest shot among others. The actual
game is held on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 4, on
WCVB Channel 5, 2:30 p.m.

The Bruins are sending two players to the
annual game and, for the first time in 20 years,
one of them will not be wearing # 7 7. New stars
Jason Allison and Bill Guerin will represent the
black and gold this season.
With successive wins in Toronto, Buffalo,
and New Jersey the Bruins are officially on a
roll. Anyone wondering who has been provid
ing the offense during this hot streak while AllStars Allison and Guerin have cooled off?
Look no further than overlooked Mikko
Eloranta,(2 goals and an assist in his last 2
games.) It also helps to have Byron Dafoe, back
in Vezina form, between the pipes.
The NBA announced starters for the AllStar game yesterday.
Vince Carter was the top vote grabber in
the opinion of the fans for the East team. Shaq
led the voting out West.
The Celtics only real hope for an All-Star
entry is power forward Antione Walker. He is
putting up numbers (23 PPG 10 RPG) similar
to his second season, the only other season he
made it to the big game.
Finally, local netminder Rick DiPietro of
Winthrop made his NHL debut Sunday night
for the awfiilNew York Islanders. They lost the
game to Buffalo (2-1) but DiPietro sparkled
making 29 saves.

Rookie of the Week
Freshman Forward Ryan Cikacz was named
Rookie of the Week in the Eastern College Athletic
Conference. Originally from Dorchester, Cikacz at
tended Catholic Memorial High Schoolbefore Suf
folk.
Cikacz has scored 10 goals this season and had
eightassists.Threeofhisgoalshavebeenonihepower
play

• UNWORTHY
continued from Page 16
to think that l^wis was any less of a good
player simply because of the way he acted
when his name was called.
The fact is that Lewis’ phenomenal per
formance is always going to be overshad
owed by the classless act that he pulled
during the player introduction.
Fans are going to remember when he
danced and screamed like an idiot before
they remember the pass that he tipped to
stop a potentially big play.
Lewis needs to stop and think about
what he means to his sport. Right now, he
is the best player in football, without a
doubt. Lewis is going to constantly be in the
spotlight because of how he is dominating
the NFL.
With this spotlight comes great responsi
bility. Lewis is going to have to remember

that younger fans maybe watching him and
could want to imitate how he acts on the
field.
That is not how kids are supposed to
learn about sports. They are supposed to
learn that sports are team events and that
sportsmanship isvery important. Lewis con
tinues to act like this, it proves he isn’ta very
good role model for any young kid that
wants to play football.
Lewis still has time in his young NFL
career to prove that he can be great someday,
seeing that he is only 25 years old. All that
he has to do is just stop with the childish on
field antics and do what he does best, play
middle linebacker for the Ravens.
Ifhe does that, then his name, too, will be
next to the names ofWalter Payton, Lawrence
Taylor, and Joe Montana.
Lewis wUl indeedgodownasoneofiifnot
the best, defensive players to ever play footbalL

Suffolk Shorts

Suffolk point guard Chris Fritch has
been named Rookie of the Week in the
GNAC..

Freshman point guard Chrissy Pagano
has been recognized as the third highest assist
leader in the GNAC.

Jason Luisi tops the leading scorers list of
the GNAC with 19.5 points per game. Se
nior captain Dan Florian also makes the
leading scorer list, averaging 16.7 PPG.Teammate Winston Daley is the fourth highest
rebounder in the league averagings. 1 RPG.

The men’s basketball team is currently
second in league standings with a record of

Hockey player Josh Wilcox’s two goal
performance against Framingham State
earned him player of the week honors in the
ECAC.

6-1
The women’s basketball team is currentlyu
tied for first place in the GNAC with an
undefeated record of 7-0. Last season’s de
fending champions, Emmanuel, shares the
top spot with the Rams.

SGA Electiions are Coming Soon
NOMINATION
PACK
AVAILABLE IN
E STUDEN
ACTIVITI
OFEICE

OUESTIONS??
GAEL SGA A

573-1
OK SAO A'

RUN FOK A POSITION IN
OR "04
CLASSES O
PRESIDENT. VICE PRESIDENT OR REPRESENTATIVE
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Men’s hoop beats
Southern Vermont
Five Suffolk players reached double-digit
scores on Saturday’s 69-55 non-conference
win. The Rams, 11-5 overall, were led by
The men’s basketball team continued play Fritch, who scored a game-high 16 points and
ing strong last night, beating Southern Ver had seven assists, and Daley, who scored a
mont College 89-57. The win comes in the double-double with 10 points and 11 re
wake of Saturday’s victory over Babson Col bounds.
lege, the top-ranked team in the New England
Ken Kodys scored 13 points. Great N orthWomen’s and Men’s
eastAthleric Conference
Athletic Conference. ------------------------------- -------------------------- leading scorer Luisi hit
JuniorJayLuisiwas
^
12, and Florian chipped
top scorer with 22
in with 10.
points, senior Dan We USUALLY START OFF SLOW
The Rams played the
Florian played strong,
spoiler, snapping an
AFTER A LONG ROAD TRIP LIKE eight-game winning
scoring 20 points and
had five steals. Erik THIS ONE, BUT THE COACHES streak for the Beavers
who fell to 11-7 overall.
Hall pitched in 10
i-da nr
i ir
• . w
. Daley
1 PREPARE US VERY WELL FOR
points.
Winston
The men’s team, 7-1
continued his domi- EACH GAME,
in the league, is averag
nant play with eight
ing a steady 84.1 points
points and nine re
per game, while keeping
bounds.
opponents to an aver
- Senior Captain Dan Florian age of 73.3 PPG.
“This is a big win __
for us in our confer
After falling to
ence, and now we are fighting for the first Johnson and Wales (84-73) on Jan. 25, the
playoff game at home,” said Florian.
Rams were determined to prove themselves in
“We usually start off slow after a long road the league.
trip like this one, but the coaches prepare us
Second in league standings behind
very well for each game,” he said.
Emerson, the Rams hope to chalk up an easy
According to Florian, the freshmen played win against Daniel Webster College, currently
a major role in the victory over SVC.
last in league standings, on Thursday.
“ Freshman Chris Fritch is our starting point
The men’s team returns to play in the Boiler
guard and his composure on the court is great. Room on Saturday at 1 p.m. against Western
He’s really playing like a vet,” said Florian.
New England College.

By Missy Beecher
Journal Staff
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Moe Maher: Hoop
sense with a smile
By Missy Beecher
Journal Staff
It’s easy to see why Moe Maher has proven
to be a major contributor on the women’s
basketball team.
The 6’2” Junior’s
solid play will be nec
essary if the team ex
pects to claim a Great
Northeast Athletic
Conference champi
onship this season.
Friends say that a
sense ofhumor is also
Maher’s hallmark.
“We can always
count on Moe for
basketball sense and
a sense of humor,”
said assistant coach

Amanda
Markowski.
“She’s a valuable
asset and brings a
great deal of humor
to the team,” said
junior captain Kate Librandi.
However, it’s a much different story on
the court.
Averaging 7.2 points and 7.3 rebounds,
Maher has been called upon this season to
play both ends of the court with authority.
“This year I have been playing more and
have a starting position,” said Maher.
“The team is much faster this season than
weeverhavebeen.Wehavedepth,speedand
our defense is our biggest strength.”

The 20-year-old, originally from
Chicopee, Mass., attended Cathedral High
School before arriving at Suffolk. Named
Ail-Western Mass in high school, Maher
looked for a school in
the citywhereshe would
be able to play basket
ball.
“We long recognized
Moe’s deft shooting
touch, reminiscent of
Kevin McHale.,.and has
made significant strides
in her defensive game, ”
said athletic director
JamesNelson.
“Moe’s unassuming
nature is respected and
appreciated by team
mates, coaches and all
of the staff in the ath
letic department,” he
continued.
Maher , a psychol
ogy major with a sociol
ogy minor boasts a 3.7
GPAand willbe taking on the role of softball
manager this spring. But currently, her main
focus is basketball.
“I think that we are going to go all the way
this season. But Emmanuel, Norwich and
Western New England College are our tough
est competition,” she said.
“Moe has the total positive attitude,” said
teammate sophomore Julie Niznik.
“She’s held some of the top post players
under their average points,’’she said.

Neil O’ Callaghan - Journal Staff

Evan Crockford faces off against
Saturday. The hockey team lost 7-5
senior forward Josh Wilcox scored
the team to 8-5-1 overall, 5-4-0 in

a Framingham State player last
despite a strong first peroid where
back-to-back goals. The loss drops
the ECAC league.

Lewis unworthy MVP
by David Maratea
On Super Bowl Sunday, Ray Lewis showed
that he was a good player, but not great - yet.
Lewis’ seven tackles were great. Lewis’ pur
suit of Giant running backs was great. It was
Lewis’ coverage on short passing situations
that was great. It was how Lewis presented
himself before the kickoff that wasn’tso great.
When his name was announced at Raymond
James Stadium, in Tampa, Fla., Lewis made a
fool out of himself. Instead carrying himself as
a classy athlete, he strutted out of the Ravens’
tunnel with his helmet off his head, glaring at
the fans, as if he were God-like. Lewis then
continued his un-sportsmanlike antics when
he ripped part of the turf offof the field, threw
it in the wind and proceeded to scream and
dance until he finally decided to slap hands
with his teammates.

There is no doubt that an athlete needs to
have confidence in order to be able to per
form. But when is enough, enough? Would
you ever see the great Walter Payton act like
that if his name was called Sunday? How about
Lawrence Taylor, who is considered to be one
of the best defensive players ever? What about
Joe Montana?
The answer is never. All of these athletes
already knew that they were great. They didn’t
have to try and get people realize that they were
great. People just saw it by what they did on the
field.
Now, that is not to say that Lewis hasn’t
proven to the fans that he is the most dominat
ing and feared player in the game today. He
did.
It would be absurd for us, as intelligent fans,

UNWORTHY
continued on Page 15

Profesional Roundup
by Allan Ferullo
Talk about your classic bad football game.
The Ravens and Giants squared off in the
pinnacle of all sporting events, the Super Bowl,
and turned it into to one of those contests
Sports Center would normally skip over in
their nightly highlight coverage.
Furthermore, if it wasn ’t bad enough that
the Baltimore “thugs” steam-rolled the Giants,
star linebacker and part-time obstructer of
justice Ray Lewis won the MVP award.
The Disney Company stated before the
game that if the egotistical Lewis won the
award, they would deny him the privilege of
saying the magic phrase, “I’m going to Disney
Land,” a tradition at the conclusion of every
Super Bowl for the last 10-plus years. But, if
we have learned anything from Lewis to this

point, he probably could care less.
The problem with this year’s voting for the
MVP award was that fans decided on the
winner through on-line voting. Anyone who
watched the game could see Lewis had a medio
cre game compared to his usual standard. He
finished the game with seven tackles (five solo)
and four passes defended. Other than that, he
wasn’t exactly the difference in the game.
The MVP should have gone to another
Lewis. Jermaine Lewis had 151 total yards and
a crucial momentum turning touchdown on a
kick off return for the Ravens just seconds after
Ron Dixon’s touchdown return for the Gi
ants. Jermaine Lewis’ return destroyed what
ever hope the Giants had for a comeback.

ROUNDUP
continued on Page 15

